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Given n and k, we consider the problem of conslructing a shortest string over the, set 
~. ={1,2 . . . . .  n} which contains every permulation of each k-element subset of ~, as a 
scbsequence. L t g(n, k) denote the length of a shorte,;t such string. We show by construction 
tic, a: g(n, k) <~ k(n - 2) + 4 for 3 :g k ~ n. 
1, la~od,~cfion 
The r~-oblem of constructing a string over the set -~n ={1,2 , . . . ,  n} which 
contai~ls every permutation of the string 12 •. • n as a subsequence (not necessar- 
ily con~;e~etive) was considered in [1], [2] and [3]. Let f(n) denote the length of a 
shortest ~:uch string. In all three papers it was shown constructively that f(n)<~ 
n 2 o 2: n ~ 4. 
in this paper we consider a generalization of this problem: given n and k, 
con.~truct a string over ~,  which contains every permutation of each k-element 
subset ~ .~ as a subsequence. Let g(n, k) be the length of a shortest such string. 
We wiI~i how by construction that 
g(n ,k )<~k(n-2)+4 for 3<~k<~n. 
Note lhat f (n)= g(n, n) and our result gives g(n, n)<~n(n-2)+4,  which is the 
smaJlest known upper bound on f(rt). 
A f~action F(rt, k), similar to g(rt, k), was defined by Koutas and Hu in [2]. 
F0~, k) is the length of a shortest string s~ over ~ with the following property: 
re1 1 ~ i ~< k, the string consisting of the first F(n, i) symbols of s k contains every 
perm~tation of each i-element subset of ,~ as a subsequence. Koutas and Hu 
show that 
F(n, 1)= n, F(n, 2 )=2n-1 ,  F(n, 3) = 3r t -2 ,  
F(rt, k) = k (n -  1) for k = 4, 5 
and they conjecture that F(rt, k)= k (n -1)  for 4~ < k ~ n -1 .  By our definition of 
the function g(rt, k), it. must be that g(rt, k)<~F(n, k). Our result shows that for 
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n >~ 5, g(n, 5)< Fin, 5). If the conjecture of Koutas and Hu is true, our result 
shows that in fact g(n, k) < F(n, k) for 5 <~/c ~< n - 1. 
2° Background and definitions 
We use notation developed in [1]. For 1 ~< k ~< n, let L .  k be the set of all strings 
in v*  which are o~r length l~ and in which no symbol occurs twice. For example, 
L 2 = {12, 13, 14, 21, 23, 24, 31, 32, 34, 41,42, 43}, 
L] = {123, 132, 213,231,312,321}. 
A string o-~ v* :is called/_,k-complete if for every a e L~, a is a subsequence of ~r. 
For example, 
1234123 is L]-:-omplete, 
3123123 is L~-complete. 
In the case that k = n, Adehnan shows in [1] how to construct, for n >~ 1, a string 
S,, of length n 2 -  2n + 4 which is L~,-complete. His technique is presented below. 
In the next section we generalize this technique to construct, for 3 <~ k ~< n, a string 
Sk. of length k (n -2 )+4 which is L.k-complete. 
As in [1], detine an R,,-~,~tring to be any string a = al az " ' "  a t~*  in which 
a~c~.  for l<~i'-~l and a~.,-=-a~ (modn)+l  for l<~i<l. For example, 123 and 
3412341 are both R4-strings. Let or. be the R.-string of length nZ-n +2 which 
has 1 as its first symbol. For example, ~4 = 12341234123412. Note that or. can be 
decomposed as or. = Sl sz .... s. where 
(i) s i~ ,*  for l<~i~n, 
(ii) Isll = ]s,I =: n, 
(iii) i s~ l=n- I  for l< i<n.  
For example, o'4 = s~ s2 s~ s4 where 
s~ = 1234, s:,:: 123, s3=412, s4= 3412. 
The L",-complete string S,, is constructed from o',-t = sa sz " • • s,,_~ as follows: 
S n ~" n s I n s 2 " ' "  n Srl._ 1 n .  
For example, 
$5 = 5123451235,112534125. 
Note that S,, has length [o', _~1+ t~ = nZ-2n +4. To show that S, is L~-complete, 
Adelman uses the followirg lemma, proved in [1]. 
lerama. For all n and k, al,~y R,.-string o[ length k(n -  1)+ 1 is L~-complete. 
In the next section we will make use of this lemma to show that the string S~ 
constructed is an L~-string. 
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3. M~in result 
In this section we show how to construct, for 3 <~ k ~< n, a string Sk of length 
k (n -2)+4 which is L.k-complete. As in the previous section, let cry_; be the 
Rk_l-string of length k s -  3k +4 which has 1 as its first symbol. Write C'E-~ as 
O'k - l=S1 $2 " ' "  Sk -1  . 
where each si ~ ~*-, ,  [sil = k -  2 for I < i< k -1 ,  and l sd - - [ sk -d - -k -  1. Define t~ 
to be the string 
:~=k k+l  k+2- . ,  n. 
The str~tg S~ is constructed from Crk_ ~ and t~ by 
s~=t~ s~ t~ s~ . - .  t~ s~- i  t~. 
For example, to obtain S~: 
~% = 12341234123412, 
~ = 1234, s2 = 123, s3 = 412, s4 = 3412, 
t~ = 567, $~ = 56712345671235674125673412567. 
Note :hat ~ has length 
Is~! = I~,~-d + k It~l = k(n -2)+.4 ,  
It remains to show that S~ is L~-complete. 
Theo~ez~,, For 3 <~ k <~ n, S~, is L~-complete. 
ProoL Let a c 2~* be a string of length k in which no symbol appears more than 
once (~ ~: I,k). It must be shown that a is a subsequence of 8~. At least one 
symbol ot ,~ must be in the set {k, k + 1 . . . .  , n}. Decompose a as 
,~=X1 Y2 X3 Y4 " ' "  Xl-: Yi-I Xi 
where 
x~e{k,k+l  . . . . .  n}* for i= I ,3  . . . .  ,/, 
Y i~* - i  for i=2 ,4  . . . .  , / -1  
and 
[xi l~l  for i=3 ,5  . . . . .  : -2 ,  
Ix, l~>0 for i=  1, j, 
[y,l>~l fo r i=2,4  . . . .  , ] -1 .  
Note that lx~[>0 if and only if the first symbol of a is in {k,/(+1 . . . . .  n} and 
]x~] > 0 if and only if the last symbol of a is in {k, k + 1 . . . . .  n}. For i ~ i <~ i define 
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l~ so that 
t,=l~,l for i=1 ,3  . . . . . .  L 
li=:!yi[ for i=2 ,4  ..... , j -1 .  
For O<~i'-~j, let n~=Y~=~ lb. Then ns=k and n~<~k for 0~i~<j .  
The proof is divided into cases according to whether the first and last sym_bols 
of a are in {k, k+ 1 . . . . .  n}. 
Case 1: The first symbol .o~ ,:~ is in {k, k+ l , . . ,  n}. 
Assume first that the last symbol of a is also in {k, k + 1 , . . . ,  n}. In this case, 
n~<nt<n2<'"<nj_~<nj=k.  For i=1 ,3  . . . . .  j, x, is a subsequence of the 
string 
which contains l, copies of t~il =k  k+1 ..- n. (Note n~-1~<k-1.) For i= 
2, 4 ..... /- I, the string 
Snl I Sn~-l+l """  Sn~ 
has length 
n %4 
L, [s,,[>~(n~-n~-~ + l ) (k -2 )  
h~n~ t 
=(l~+1)(k-2)~,I~(k-2)+l (since k~3) .  
Since this string ts an Rk_:string, by the Lemma of the previous section it is 
L~ :complete. I~ therefore contains y~L~_~ as a subsequence. Then y~ is a 
sub~equer;ce of the followinf string 
, t~ s., ,~ ,  t~""  t. k s,,,. Sllj 
Combining these results, we have 
xl asubsequenceof  t~ sl t~ ' "  so,_1 tk,, 
Y2 a subsequence of s,, t k . . .  t, k sn~, 
x~ a subsequence of t~ s,,+~ t~ " "  s,,,_~ t~, 
Y4 a subsequence, of s,, t~ . . .  t~ s,,, 
yj_t a subsequence of s,,~ t, k . . "  t, k s,,_,, 
x i a subsequence of t k s, .... 1 tk. " ' "  sk+l tk,. 
Thus a is a subsequence of 
{k, k + 1 . . . . .  n}, then n b 1 = n; 
string 
S,~. However, if the last symbol of a is not in 
= k and there is no 's,,, ,'. In this case, though, the 
Snj_2 $~=i 2+1 "" "  $nj- : - I  
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is an Rk_a-string of length / t _ t (k -2 )+ l  and by tl,~e I.~mma it must be Ll,!z't- 
complete. It therefore contains Yj-~t as a subsequence and we still have that a is a 
subsequence of S~. 
Case 2. The first symbol of a it; not in {k, k + 1 . . . . . .  n}. 
In this ease, 0 = no = nt<n2.  The R,-string st s2 • • • ss has length/2(k-2}+ 1 
and therefore is L~_t--complete and contaias y2~ L~-t as a subsequence. As in 
Case 1, we can show that if the last symbol of cx is in {k, k + 1 . . . . .  n}, then for 
i=  3, 5 . . . . .  j, x~ is a subsequence of
and for i = 4, 6 , . . . ,  ] -  1, Yi is a subsequeace of
If the last symbol of a is not in {k, k+l  . . . . .  n} then, as in Case 1, for i= j -1 ,  
Yi-~ is a s,~bsequence of " 
s,~,_~ tk. " '"  tk. s.,_,-v 
In ekhe~ v~,se, combining the results shows that a is a subsequence of Sk.. This 
eompi'te~ l~e proof of the theorem. 
We d~.fined g(n, k) to be the length of the shortest string over .~. which is 
Lk.-com:?le~e. Since Sk. has length I~:(n - 2) + 4 and is Lk.-comp~ete for 3 ~ k ~ n, we 
have th,~. L~llowing result. 
Corotlat ~.~ For 3<~ k~i n, g(n, k)-': k (n -2 )+4.  
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